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Product Approvals Workflow

✓ Seller/Partner Submits Product Import

✓ DPC Team Reviews Pending Products – Either Approves or Rejects

✓ Approved products are set to active on Catch marketplace 

OR

✓Rejected Products appear in Submitted Product Rejection Report in 
Partner Portal Dashboard (see Slide 3 & 4)

✓ If products are still listed as ‘Pending’ longer than 7 days after the 
product were imported, the seller may contact the Seller Support 
Team for an update, or the partner can do so on the seller’s behalf 
(see Slide 5)



Seller Marketplace Dashboard

Provided are screenshots 
of the Marketplace 
Dashboard in the seller 
Partner Portal, which is 
where the Submitted 
Product Rejection Report 
can be found.

This is the first port of call 
for any seller to work 
through rejected products.

The seller should be 
checking this dashboard in 
the initial 7 day period from 
when they submitted 
products to see if there are 
changes to be actioned.



Submitted Product Rejection 
Report

Here is an example of a Submitted Product Rejection Report with Rejected Products populated.

You will notice the Reject Reason column. These refer to our Product Rejected Reasons Glossary, 
which can be found in the seller’s Partner Portal at any time.

This glossary should be checked and considered to make necessary changes before contacting the 
Seller Support Team. The SST team are available to clarify these reasons if the seller is still unsure.

https://partner.catch.com.au/marketplacehelp/s/?article=000001589


Seller Support Contact
If the seller needs clarity on Rejected Reasons, or it has been longer than 7 days since the 
product import without an update, the seller (or Integration Partner representative) can 
contact our Seller Support team at sellersupport@catch.com.au

If the SST team fail to respond within 7 days , this ticket can be escalated to Damien Mersini:
Damien.Mersini@catch.com.au

mailto:sellersupport@catch.com.au



